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Roses are red, violets are blue.   

Caring for roses is just more to do! 
 

o you love roses, but hate the work: spraying for black spot and other fungal disease?  Spraying for insects?  
Fighting off droves of Japanese beetles only to find defoliated bare sticks in your garden where roses once 
stood?  Despair no more!  There is life after tea roses and hybrids.  Roses that are no muss, no fuss, and oh so 

easy do exist!   
 
OSO Easy® roses are shrub roses in the Rosaceae family, and they are “oh so easy” to grow in your garden.  Unlike 
finicky hybrids and tea roses, OSO Easy® roses are really easy!   
 

 They do not need spraying—ever!     

 They are not bothered by heat and humidity—no black spot.   

 They don't need deadheading—numerous blooms for months.   

 They are incredibly tough and disease resistant.   
 

For maximum flowering, plant in moist, well-drained and fertile soil in full sun.  You will be rewarded with continuous 
blooms throughout the summer and into fall, surprisingly without any help.  They require little to no pruning.  If you 
must prune for shape, a light pruning in the spring will do it.  In short, as their name implies, OSO Easy® roses are 
extremely low maintenance.   
 
The OSO Easy® rose family includes various colors with double or single flowers, variations from small to medium 
height, and a spreading variety.  Here are a few of the best sellers:   
 
OSO Easy® Honey Bun, Rosa „Scrivjean‟ is a landscape shrub (pictured 
right).  In addition to its OSO easy nature, it is also valued for its beautiful 
flowers.  The color ranges from a light pink to light yellow to cream.  This 
shrub puts out a great display with numerous flowers from early summer to 
fall.  It is frequently used for mass plantings, but may be grown in a 
container.  It has a mounded shape and grows to about 2-3 feet.   
 
OSO Easy® Peachy Cream, Rosa ‘Horcoherent‟ has a beautiful soft and 
subtle color, which works well in a perennial garden or mass planting.  It has 
an abundance of flowers on a mounding bush that grows up to 3 feet.   
   

OSO Easy® Paprika, „ChewMayTime‟ is a spicy orange with a yellow 
center in a single flower typical of shrub roses.  The color fades to a soft 
coral with time.  It is a smaller rose growing 12-24 inches.  It is great in a 
container or as a fill-in between shorter blooming perennials.   
 
OSO Easy® Mango Salsa, Rosa „Chewperadventure‟ is my personal favorite 
with its double flowers in amazing shades of coral, red, fuchsia and salmon 
(pictured left).  It grows to 2-3 feet with the usual long bloom period from 
mid-summer to frost. 
 
OSO Easy® Fragrant Spreader, Rosa „Chewground‟, is a small rose that 
thinks it is big.  It needs room to roam and is a great landscape plant on 
hillsides, banks or areas that need a groundcover.  It has an abundance of 
soft pink single blooms that, as the name suggests, are highly fragrant.  
Butterflies love it.   
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If you love roses, but hate the work, these shrub roses are for you.  Plant them, and then grab an ice tea and a lawn 
chair, put your feet up, and enjoy these OSO Easy® roses all summer.  MM   
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